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ROUTE RIOT is a brainteaser of a game, where you 
must link car locations without breaking the route. One 
or two players of all ages lay road tiles to connect cars. 

 
 

 
  



LASERCUT COMPONENTS 

• 7x7 game board  

• set of road tiles 

• nine car tiles, numbered 1-9   

• four landscape tiles 

• web app  
 

GOAL 

Connect roads to allow cars to drive to all destinations, 1 
through 9. Start with five cars at random locations and 
end up with a “riot” of nine cars, all connected 
sequentially from 1 to 9. 
 

SETUP 

1. Separate the five car tiles numbered 1-5 and place face 
down in a draw pile. 

2. Separate the four landscape tiles and place face down 
in the same draw pile. 

3. Place the four double tiles face down in the draw pile. 
4. Place 32 random road tiles face down in the draw pile. 
5. Place the remaining four cars (6-9) aside, face up. 
6. Shuffle the draw pile. 
7. From the draw pile, flip over a random tile and place 

anywhere in the grid.  
8. Continue drawing tiles until the game board is filled. 
9. Place the remaining route tiles face up in the box. 



SEQUENTIAL GAME PLAY  

Starting with car #1, move and/or turn road tiles to 

connect all cars in numerical sequence, 1..2..3..4..5. 

Continue to add one car at a time (numerically 6,7,8,9) by 

replacing one of the landscape tiles with the next 

numbered car tile - replace the tile that is furthest away 

from the highest numbered car on the board. Reconnect 

the road tiles each time until you end up with nine cars 

connected by roads. You may swap road tiles with those 

from the stockpile in the box. 

Note: You cannot move a car tile, only the road tiles.  

 

WEB APP CHALLENGES: 

Use the web app to generate 

crowd-sourced challenges for you 

to solve.  

Scan the QRCode or visit 

www.brainy.games/routeriot  

Post your completed solutions on 

Instagram tagged with #routeriot. 

 

 

  



TWO PLAYERS 

With two players, use the same setup. One player starts 

by connecting five cars. Take turns adding cars until nine 

cars have been connected.  

Rebuild the road connections cooperatively or 

competitively. 

 

 NOTES 

• Two cars next to each still need a road to 

connect each other.  

• You cannot move existing car tiles. 

• You cannot move existing landscape tiles. 
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